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Recruitment and Talent
Management Division Services

Consultancy

Always using the latest methods, focusing on life, and working with our partners in harmony are our primary values.

OUR VALUES

We build and implement, detailed and optimal human resources solutions with our services such as managing the 
current human resource, evaluation processes, survey application, factor-based job evaluation and recruiting 
consultancy.

OUR SOLUTIONS
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Survey Application

We initiate the survey application process with creating a pre-analysis form in order to learn from who and when to receive required 
information. 

Evaluation Centre 

We commence the evaluation of human resources with the analysis of organizational structure. Then, we organize events based on your will 
like detailed interviews, role-plays, personality tests, character flexibility tests. Finally, share the results with you as a report.

We define the need for human resource by analyzing the organizational structure. The process starts with defining tasks along with norm 
squad analysis. While searching for the best candidate in our network, we also integrate your definitions to our analysis methods.

Factor-Based Job Evaluation

With our expert crew, we analyze organization chart and staff structure using the factors on joint platform of international firms. Then, by using 
that, we create the best matching talent model for you.

Recruitment Consultancy

Our Recruitment and Talent Management method, which is proven successful in dozens of our clients, starts with a 
current situation analysis. Then, the determined processes are delivered to our relevant sub-unit and the works 
proceed with the application of the methods developed by the relevant sub-units.

OUR METHODS
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